
Perth water supply dam catchments are being decommissioned. 

To whom it may concern,  March 2016 

Perth dam catchments bush is not being managed so as to reasonably optimise flows into dams.  
Obviously this should be done in such a way as to not cause undue environmental damage – yet take 

account of the fact that the dams were built to provide water for Perth.  

I have constructed the following chart showing the steady decline in catchment efficiency since 1995. (CE 

is inflows/total rain falling into catchment)  

 
I have a chart of catchment rainfall with 5 yr av for the main run-off months May to October. 

 
IMHO both main political parties have been spooked by the likelihood of Green opposition to any 
thinning of catchment bush. Obviously Labor has their preference deal with the Greens which they view 

as sacrosanct.  The Liberals are terrified of stirring up the “Doctors Wives” type of Green opposition 

which has cost them seats at times. At this point we need a little history from 2002 – a very rare media 

item commenting on the issue of managing catchments. 



 
 
Clearly the financial benefits would be enormous if  bush experts were tasked to manage catchment bush 

to improve CE back to 5 or 6% in such a way aiming to have negligible adverse impacts. I find the Peter 
Foss statement about a “desert” amazingly ignorant for a cabinet level politician. The Institute of Foresters 

has been in favour of managing Perth catchments bush for over a decade now. In Dec 2013  Foresters sent 

a letter to the WA Treasurer on the issue. 



From page 28 of “Wungong Catchment Environment and Water Management Project” 

published by the Water Corporation March 2005. 

 
Figure 12 (above) Run-off in a forested catchment 

 
Past research with catchment thinning to a similar basal area as that being proposed for the Wungong 
Catchment is shown in Figure 13 (although this was a once off thinning without the follow-up 

management planned in the Wungong Catchment Management Project) and 

therefore shows a decay in water yield after about five years – returning to pre-thinning flows by 12 years 

(Bari and Ruprecht, 2003). This text above is from the Mar 2005 report named at top of page – and 

shows clearly that experts know what to do to recover catchment inflows. 

I have recently learnt that the Wungong Catchment Management Project seems to have been abandoned. 


